Chelating Ligand Alters the Microscopic Mechanism of Mineral Dissolution
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The dissolution of calcium carbonate is important in Precambrian and present biology, in the environment, and in industry. Chelating agents can increase calcite dissolution rates through ligand-promoted dissolution. As a result, ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA) and other chelators are employed to assist in the dissolution of calcium-bearing minerals for industrial applications, such as the removal of petroleum wells clogged by calcite and the removal of scale from boilers and heater tubes. Biogenic ligands are also important in regulating calcite dissolution in marine and terrestrial systems.

Surprisingly, the work reported herein shows that EDTA-mediated calcite dissolution occurs via a different process than water-promoted dissolution. The parallel processes of water-dominated dissolution at point defects and ligand-dominated dissolution at linear defects (such as screw defects, line dislocations, dislocation loops, and grain boundaries) are clearly observable in real-time atomic force micrographs. Multiple propagating step edges of differing velocities result. Furthermore, observations in EDTA solutions demonstrate that, after penetration through a critical pit depth barrier, step velocity increases linearly with pit depth for EDTA-promoted dissolution, whereas step velocity in simple water solutions is independent of pit depth.

The calcite (1014) surface dissolves by rhombohedral pit formation and subsequent step retreat along the [441] and [481] crystallographic vectors. The obtuse (o) and acute (a) pit edges along these vectors have carbonate species that, at the atomic scale, project from or lie in-plane, respectively, with the step edge. These configurations affect relative step velocities (v_o and v_a) and thus pit anisotropy during dissolution. The step edges as described in this communication actually consist of multiple monolayer steps.) The foregoing description has been developed for calcite dissolution in dilute solutions of strong acids or bases. In comparison, the microscopic mechanisms of ligand-promoted calcite dissolution are virtually unexplored.

We measured the macroscopic dissolution rates of calcite in 1−10 mM EDTA and 4 < pH < 12 (flow = 1.5 mL min⁻¹). The rates increased by as much as 1 order of magnitude (data not shown) over rates measured in the absence of EDTA, a result which is consistent with previous literature reports. Concurrent with the macroscopic studies, atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed the evolution of dissolution pits on the surface.

Across a range of pH values and EDTA concentrations, the AFM observations consistently showed two types of pits. Dissolution pits in 3.42 mM EDTA solutions at 4 < pH < 11 had a bimodal distribution of pit depths (shallow pits, z₁ = 17.3 ± 2.1 nm, number of pits measured (n) = 41; deep pits, z₂ = 190 ± 99 nm, n = 16). An example of a time series of micrographs is shown in Figure 1 for a calcite surface exposed to 3.42 mM EDTA at pH 11.0. Early images in the time series showed a surface with shallow pits (z < 21 nm). Their average step velocity was 1.5 ± 0.1 nm s⁻¹, which is consistent with step velocities for water-promoted calcite dissolution (0.7−2.7 nm s⁻¹). A second type of pit was also apparent in the time series, namely the progression of a large dissolution pit edge (z > 120 nm) oriented along the [441] crystallographic vector. The step velocity of the large multilayer step was 10.9 ± 0.6 nm s⁻¹. A relatively pristine terrace region emerged behind the sweeping edge of the pit. The last images in the time series showed that shallow dissolution pits similar to those in the early micrographs (average step velocity of 1.0 ± 0.4 nm s⁻¹) again formed on the renewed terrace.

Step velocity in the presence of EDTA increased as pits deepened as long as the pits surpassed a critical depth value of 25 nm (Figure 1). In 3.42 mM EDTA solutions, the relationship between step
velocity \(v_{ag}(z)\) and pit depth \(z\) was \(v_{ag} = 0.1\ z - 1.4\) for \(25 < z < 250\) nm, and there was no dependence on pH over the range investigated. In contrast, the step velocity of shallow pits was independent of pit depth in this study, in agreement with observations of water-promoted dissolution.\(^5\)\(^{10}\)\(^{12}\)\(^{13}\)\(^{14}\)\(^{15}\) The critical pit depth for increased step velocity in EDTA solutions is apparent in the inset. Simultaneous observation of slow and fast step velocities in EDTA solutions is possible, as highlighted by arrows that indicate data collected from the same sample surface.

The increase of step velocity in EDTA solutions is rationalized by attributing the shallow, slower pits to clusters of point defects\(^15\) dominantly attacked by water and the deeper, faster pits to linear defects dominantly attacked by EDTA. Small, shallow, flat-bottomed, randomly dispersed pits occur on terraces, an observation which is consistent with initiation by water attack at randomly dispersed clusters of point defects.\(^9\)\(^{14}\)\(^{16}\) Dissolution pits initiated at clusters of point defects do not develop into deep pits (i.e., greater than 25 nm), and therefore, the step velocity does not increase in the presence of EDTA. In contrast, linear defects, such as dislocations or grain boundaries that extend deeply into the mineral lattice, result in deep pits (\(>25\) nm) in carbonate minerals.\(^9\)\(^{14}\) The time series of images in Figure 2 shows that dissolution pits with fast step velocities and deep mineral penetration are associated with linear defects.

Figure 2. Time series of deflection-mode images (50 µm × 50 µm) of the (1014) calcite surface in 3.42 mM EDTA at pH 9.24. EDTA-directed dissolution at linear defects, which allows penetration through a critical depth of 25 nm, results in an increased step velocity. Pits associated with observable linear defects are apparent (see arrows). Image 1 corresponds to a freshly cleaved surface. The surface becomes heavily pitted along the linear defects in images 2 and 3.

The preferential attack of EDTA along deeply penetrating crystallographic defects may have been related to facilitated chelation of calcium by EDTA\(^4\) because of increased cation reactivity, increased step density and reaction area, or altered atomic geometry along these lattice features.\(^17\) A further possibility is that, in the absence of EDTA, dissolving species such as aqueous calcium may accumulate near the numerous, highly reactive steps that are characteristic of a deeply penetrating feature, thus resulting in a decrease in localized aqueous undersaturation near the retreating steps and therefore a decrease in step velocity.\(^15\)\(^{18}\) However, with EDTA present to chelate the dissolving calcium and therefore increase undersaturation, rapid step retreat can continue.

The EDTA-promoted dissolution of deep pits, at step velocities up to 20-fold faster than those of water-driven pits, altered step wave velocities and thereby increased the global surface retreat rate and the macroscopic dissolution rate.\(^9\)\(^{19}\) The discovery of a link between crystallographic features and the chemical mechanism of dissolution (water- versus ligand-) and, consequently, of multiple, simultaneous step velocities highlights the need for further refinement of microscale mechanisms of mineral dissolution.
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